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WisdomTree recently completed its 2013 annual rebalance for its Global Dividend Indexes—one of which is the
WisdomTree Emerging Markets Equity Income Index (WTEMHY). WTEMHY is a fundamentally weighted index that
measures the performance of the highest dividend-yielding stocks in the emerging markets. The Index screens securities
using their trailing 12-month dividend yield as a relative valuation metric to find undervalued securities. The most
noteworthy exposure change has been to companies in Russia. On the whole, the Index increased its exposure to the
country from approximately 11.6% to 18.2%, making Russia the top country exposure as of the May 31, 2013, rebalance
screening. Within Russia, the top sector is Energy, with approximately a 12.3% weight out of the 18.2% total. WTEMHY’s
dividend yield selection and weighting methodology have identified value in this sector and have rotated into these
stocks. Global Growth Concerns Potentially Priced in Stocks As a result of subpar and below-trend global growth, the
global Energy sector has underperformed the broad markets over the past few years. This weakness in global growth has
pushed valuations in the Energy sector to steep discounts versus other sectors. China is a big factor in these growth
expectations. A number of analysts are revising their future China growth numbers down, and some are even speculating
about a “hard landing.” While China may be experiencing a relative growth slowdown, there is little reason to believe
China’s long-term appetite for raw materials is disappearing. In fact, as a smart value shopper, China appears to be
using the sell-off in raw materials prices to enter into strategic partnerships for securing commodities on a long-term
basis. Rosneft Enters into Long-Term Energy Deal  On June 21, 2013, Rosneft agreed to a deal with the China
National Petroleum Corporation, the core of which involves supplying China with oil for the next 25 years. This deal
essentially makes China Russia’s biggest market for oil, and some analysts are valuing it to be worth as much as $270
billion. I think this deal is extremely important for the Energy sector as a whole and especially for Russian energy stocks.
This should remind market participants that oil is an important natural resource that economies require to grow. Russia is
the largest country in the world, with significant access to natural resources, and countries like China will continue to look
to Russia for their energy needs. For Rosneft, the deal secures a new market for its exports—one not reliant on Europe. It
also entails an immediate cash payment of $60–$70 billion that will help with the company’s immediate financing needs
over the next couple of years. To put the magnitude of this in perspective, Rosneft recently reported approximately $70
billion in total debt outstanding, so this cash prepayment can potentially cover all of its outstanding debt. As a result, the
deal was supportive for its bonds after news of it were discussed. We hope to see continued positive sentiment spillover,
as the valuations look quite depressed when comparing emerging market energy stocks with other regions. Energy
Sector Sells at a Steep Discount To get an idea of the valuations within the global Energy sector, I looked at the price-
to-earnings ratio of the Energy sector in the below regional markets and compared it to their respective broad market.
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 For definitions of indexes,
please visit our Glossary. • Energy Sector Shows Low Price-to-Earnings Ratio – The Energy sector currently has a
lower price-to-earnings ratio than the respective broad market indexes. This potentially signals, for each region, that the
Energy sector is trading at a discount compared to the broad market-based earnings. • Emerging Market Energy Has
Most Attractive Valuations – On an absolute basis, the emerging market Energy sector is trading at the lowest
valuation, illustrated by the lowest price-to-earnings ratio. The emerging market Energy sector is trading at
approximately a 50% discount to the U.S. Energy sector, and a 30% discount to the developed world ex-U.S. Energy
sector. • Emerging Market Energy Shows Largest Valuation Discount Within Respective Markets – Looking at the
price-to-earnings discount of the Energy sector compared to the broad market within each region, the emerging market
Energy sector appears to be the most discounted—approximately 39% lower than the respective broad market. The
developed world ex-U.S. Energy sector is trading at a 33% discount, and the U.S. Energy sector at a 20% discount.
Further Catalysts It is impossible to know what will eventually close the valuation gap between the Energy sector and
the broad markets across different regions; we believe that buying assets at low prices is a profitable investment strategy
over the long term. The deal between China and Rosneft should serve as an important signal that long-term appetite for
raw materials is not abating and the growth prospects of emerging markets still appear much better than those of the
developed world, based simply on demographics. There should be little question that these countries need natural
resources to fuel their growth and think the discounts in emerging market energy stocks are attractive.  
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You cannot invest directly in an index. Dividends are not guaranteed, and a company’s future ability to pay dividends
may be limited. A company paying dividends may cease paying dividends at any time.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
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 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

WisdomTree Emerging Markets Equity Income Index  : A subset of the WisdomTree Emerging Markets Dividend Index
measuring the performance of the higher-yielding stocks as measured by trailing 12-month dividend yields, weighted by
cash dividends.

Dividend yield  : A financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in dividends each year relative to its share
price.

Valuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their price levels to determine if certain
attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are cheap or expensive.

Rosneft  : Russia-based company engaged in exploration, development, production and sale of crude oil and gas, as
well as refining, transportation and sale of petroleum products.
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